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steady income of fully franked dividends with a focus on
capital protection. Any capital gains should be considered
icing on the cake, rather than the main course. Our Growth
portfolio is essentially a portfolio of our best ideas, although
it’s only suitable for those prepared to accept a bit more risk
in the pursuit of return. Surprisingly, the Income portfolio
has been the most successful since inception, with an
average annual return of 25.4% versus 12.6% for the market.
It’s been helped along by a great period for income stocks.
The Growth portfolio has travelled closer to the market,
producing 13% per annum compared to 12.5% for the index.

Considering the record level of the sharemarket, you
might expect that value investors would have little to do.
But there are still opportunities around. Any company that
disappoints is dealt with harshly, and that’s allowed us to
load up on stocks like Croesus and Flight Centre for the
Growth portfolio, and Ten Network for the Income
portfolio. While others may be happy to hug the index and
buy blue chip stocks without reference to their underlying
value, we’ll continue to wait for compelling situations.

In this report we’ll take a look at our two model
portfolios and the main stocks that have contributed to
their performances. There are some interesting

observations and lessons to be learned that reinforce our
‘buy and hold’ preference and contrarian tendencies.
Miller’s Retail was the biggest gainer in both portfolios
for the period, with a return of 65%. Despite its troubles
over the past few years, its stock price reached ludicrously
cheap levels midway through 2005 and snapped back by
the time the fireworks were lit on the Sydney Harbour
Bridge. Now that the smoke has cleared, let’s turn to the
individual portfolios.

Athenian playwright Euripides advised that ‘a bad ending
follows a bad beginning’. We’re not sure how developed the
Greek stock exchange was in 450BC, but it’s advice that
applies almost as well to sharemarket investing as it does
to theatrical masterpieces. The best way to ensure a
satisfactory ending is to avoid a bad beginning.

It’s been more than four years since we established our
model Growth and Income portfolios. Surely enough time
has passed to say we’ve seen the end of the beginning phase
of these long term portfolios. And, so far, we’re pretty
pleased with how the performance is going. We won’t be
bowing or accepting bouquets anytime soon but, as you’ll
see in the accompanying table, both portfolios have
managed to outdo the benchmark All Ordinaries
Accumulation Index (the index) since inception—one by a
significantly greater margin than the other. We’ll get back
to long term performance in a moment.

Easy times
Taking a look at the short term, the past six months have

been easy times for investors, with record highs seemingly
set every other day. The index increased a whopping 13.8%
over the six months to 31 December 2005. Such a climate
isn’t ideal for value-obsessed investors like ourselves, but the
two model portfolios have delivered impressive results for
period, although it should be noted that the level of skill
needed for good performance over such a short time frame
is the same required to win a coin toss. As you can see, our
Growth portfolio managed to beat the rampaging index,
while the Income portfolio lagged behind a little. In general,
resources stocks and banks have been the big gainers while
retailers have, with one important exception for us,
generally been on the nose.

In this environment of easy gains, it’s important to bear
in mind the sharemarket’s multitude of risks. Remembering
the words of our favourite Nebraskan, be fearful when
others are greedy, and greedy only when others are fearful.
With a single profit warning, today’s star stock can become
tomorrow’s dud. Anyone who believes that the double digit
gains of the past six months can be repeated twice a year
over the course of an investing lifetime will be in for a rude
shock. A more realistic target of 8–10% per year is achievable
for those prepared to wait patiently and act when
opportunity knocks.

Our two model portfolios are both focused on
realistically achievable, rather than optimistically hoped for,
goals. But they also differ significantly. The Income portfolio
is for more conservative investors, those who desire a
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AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2005

SHOPTALK All Ordinaries Accumulation Index—A proxy
for the return produced by the overall sharemarket, with
all dividends reinvested. If you include dividends in your
own return calculations, as we do, then this is the
appropriate index for comparison.

Overall portfolio performance as at 31 Dec 05
DATE OF ANNUAL % CHANGE SINCE % CHANGE SINCE

INCEPTION INCEPTION [ALL ORDS] 30/06/2005 [ALL ORDS]

Growth Aug 01 13.0 [12.5] 15.9 [13.8]

Income Jul 01 25.4 [12.6] 11.5 [13.8]
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Growth for growth’s sake 
Leighton (58%), Roc Oil (31%), Cochlear (18%), Infomedia
(17%) and Macquarie Bank (16%). An interesting fact, and
one worth keeping in mind, is that every single one of
these quality companies was unloved when we took the
opportunity to buy. The best gains are generally made by
buying what everyone else is not.

The portfolio of 14 stocks also had its share of losers,
though. Flight Centre was the largest with a loss of 26%
over the six month period. And speculative gold miner
Croesus Mining fell 9% from our purchase price. We hope
our happy experience with other once-unloved stocks will
eventually be repeated with these two.

Day-trader territory
During the period we made five transactions which, by

our standards, is pushing into day-trader territory. We
took the opportunity to cash in some of the gains made in
Macquarie Bank and Leighton by selling roughly half of our
stake in each. Although we still recommend each as a hold,
their soaring prices meant that they comprised too large
a proportion of the total portfolio. We sold Leighton for

$16.50, a capital gain of 111% (plus some good dividends) and
Macquarie for $68.68, a gain of 123% (plus some very juicy
dividends). With some of the extra cash we increased our
stake in Flight Centre and picked up a couple of speculative
issues in Betcorp and Croesus. We also left a little in the

This portfolio has not only delivered a strong result, it’s
soundly beaten the high-flying market return of the
past six months.

The well worn cliché is that income is paramount
because you can’t eat capital gains – true perhaps. A
lifetime of dividends will help turn a decent sum into a
somewhat larger sum, while feeding you along the way. But
if you wish to turn a pittance into a great pile, you’ll need
to go for growth. And that’s where the Growth portfolio
might be able to help.

Although the index hit record highs in the six months to
31 December, this portfolio managed to stay a step ahead.
After a relatively slow start to the year, the Growth portfolio
lived up to its name in the second half with a gain of 15.9%,
versus 13.8% for the index. After a disappointing start to
life, the Growth portfolio has now, finally, opened up a small
lead over the index, with an average annual return of 13%
compared to 12.5% for the market. We’ll continue to aim for
an advantage over the index over the very long term,
allowing compounding to work its magic.

There were a number of big gainers during the period,
led by the portfolio’s previous biggest disappointment,
Miller’s Retail, which returned 65% for the six months.
For the half year to 30 June 2005, Miller’s share price fell
by 30% and in the six months before that it lost 25%. While
still terribly disappointing on the whole, we can learn a
number of lessons from Miller’s—including the fact that
yesterday’s loser can easily become today’s winner. The
other main contributions, including dividends, were from

Growth portfolio—Returns
AVERAGE ANNUAL PAST 6 MONTHS

Portfolio return 13.0% 15.9%

All Ords Accum. 12.5% 13.8%

Growth portfolio—Transactions
STOCK BUY/SELL NO. OF SHARES PRICE VALUE($)

Betcorp Limited (BCL) Buy 8,200 0.305 2,501

Croesus Mining (CRS) Buy 13,000 0.385 5,005

Flight Centre (FLT) Buy 600 9.42 5,652

Leighton (LEI) Sell 444 16.5 7,326

Macquarie Bank (MBL) Sell 223 68.68 15,316

Growth portfolio current status
COMPANY NAME (ASX CODE) PURCHASE PRICE ($) PRICE ($) AT 31/12/05 LAST RECOMMENDATION—ISSUE # (PRICE AT REVIEW) SHARES VALUE ($)

ARB Corporation (ARP) 3.05 2.86 Long Term Buy—187 ($2.75) 3,000 8,580.00

Betcorp (BCL) 0.31 0.31 Speculative Buy—188 ($0.34) 8,200 2,542.00

Cochlear (COH) 19.04 45.73 Long Term Buy—187 ($36.39) 420 19,206.60

Croesus (CRS) 0.39 0.355 Speculative Buy—190 ($0.26) 13,000 4,615.00

Fantastic Holdings (FAN) 3.25 2.95 Hold—190 ($3.20) 2,200 6,490.00

Futuris (FCL) 1.49 1.94 Long Term Buy—188 ($1.91) 8,045 15,607.30

Flight Centre (FLT) 12.21 10.12 Buy—190 ($9.46) 1,050 10,626.00

Infomedia (IFM) 0.58 0.52 Buy—188 ($0.59) 18,400 9,568.00

Leighton (LEI) 7.83 17.88 Hold—189 ($16.50) 450 8,046.00

Macquarie Bank (MBL) 30.76 68.15 Hold—189 ($68.68) 250 17,037.50

Miller's Retail (MRL) 1.79 1.24 Hold—190 ($1.16) 10,100 12,524.00

ROC Oil (ROC) 1.36 2.53 Hold—184 ($2.40) 6,080 15,382.40

STW Communications (SGN) 2.91 3.05 Buy—190 ($3.08) 3,685 11,239.25

Westfield Group (WDC) 12.6 18.16 Long Term Buy—184 ($17.30) 640 11,622.40

Cash 18,085.71

Total 171,172.16
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Our portfolio for income-focused investors offers
relative safety of capital and has continued to deliver
impressive returns.

In past reviews, we’ve warned that the remarkable
performance of the Income portfolio was unlikely to be
repeated. Since inception, it’s achieved an average return of
25.4%, which blitzes the index’s 12.6%. Our warnings
rang true in the most recent period, when the portfolio’s
return of 11.5% didn’t match the index return of 13.8%.
However, considering that the Income portfolio is focused
on income, and it’s competing against a rampaging bull
market, we’re pleased with the result.

Realistic expectations
We don’t expect this portfolio to beat the index, which

encompasses everything including faster growth stocks.
While income is the portfolio’s goal, it’s been surprising
in recent years when capital gains have provided most of
the portfolio’s returns. This trend actually continued in the
latest period. Of the $23,151 return, only $6,414 was from
income, capital gains accounted for the rest.

Capital gains are not the main goal of the portfolio but,
thankfully, can be achieved when buying cheap stocks.
We often buy unloved stocks for the Income portfolio
after they have suffered large price falls. If the negativity
is unwarranted, and the dividend maintained, it results
in a high dividend yield on our initial purchase price, a

pleasant eventuality. But when sentiment is restored, we
also often receive a capital gain. A number of stocks in the
portfolio have given us just that, making a big contribution
to overall performance. Leighton and Santos are good
examples, both having doubled since purchase, and they
are now the two largest holdings in the portfolio. There
are also others that we hope will work similar magic over
the years, including Flight Centre, Infomedia, Telstra and

Ten Network. Some more traditional income stocks in
the portfolio, including CBA PERLS, Great Southern
Plantations TREES2 and the banks, ensure a good
dividend flow.

The top performing stocks during the six months to the
end of December were Miller’s Retail (65%), Leighton
(58%) and Mortgage Choice (38%). On the other side, the
biggest losers were Great Southern Plantations (–28%) and
Flight Centre (–26%).

During the December period the total income for the
portfolio was $6,414, which equated to a fully franked
yield of 3.2% on the portfolio’s investments at the start

In cometh the Income portfolio

[  CONTINUED ON PAGE 4 ]

Income portfolio—Returns
AVERAGE ANNUAL PAST 6 MONTHS

Portfolio return 25.4% 11.5%

All Ords Accum 12.6% 13.8%

kitty to pounce on future opportunities.
Although the market is at record highs, value can still

to be found in some sectors and specific companies. For
example, nine of the Growth portfolio’s 14 stocks currently
carry favourable recommendations. There aren’t many blue
chips on the list but there are quite a few buying
opportunities with good growth prospects. So, if you’re
fairly new to the ranks of The Intelligent Investor and
are looking to the Growth portfolio as a guide, there are
plenty of stocks to get started with.

STOCK FOCUS—Miller’s marches back
After going through a few years of pain, we think we’ve seen

the bottom for Miller’s Retail during the latest half year. The
stock returned 65% and was the largest gainer for both the
Growth and Income portfolios. The gain was achieved as the
company conceded defeat in its discount variety business and
sold out. We expect that the buyers got a better deal than us
shareholders but, according to the share price, investors value
short term certainty over long term profit potential.

The company is now debt free and left with the profitable
and relatively predictable women’s apparel business, with brands
including Miller’s Fashion Club, Crossroads, 1626 and Katies.
This is the original business and the one that CEO Gary Perlstein
and executive director Ian Miller know best. This division has
always been very profitable, but was overlooked by investors
and indeed management, which focused its efforts on the
problematic discount variety business in recent years. The
renewed focus on apparel bodes well for the business and
shareholders.

Back in issue 176/May 05 (SPECULATIVE BUY—$0.69) we
speculated on what Miller’s might be worth if discount variety
was sold.We conservatively estimated that it was trading on less
than seven times the pre tax earnings of the apparel business.
This was cheap, especially considering that the sale would
probably leave the company debt free, which is exactly what
happened. Miller’s still has a long way to go before it fully
restores credibility but we continue to HHOOLLDD  it in both portfolios.

STOCK FOCUS—Flight Centre faces turbulence
Flight Centre was one of the worst performing stocks 

in both portfolios, losing 26% during the six months to 
31 December. With the stock well down from its former glory
days, we prepared a special report on the company back in
June at $14.50, at least six months too early in hindsight.
Further downgrades, the resignation of CEO Shane Flynn
and concerns about its longer term viability saw the stock
fall below $10. With founder Graham Turner back in control,
and the group realistic about the challenges ahead, hopefully
2006 will be a better year for this investment. But it’s the
next five years that count. Turnarounds can take time and we
may not have seen the bottom for Flight Centre just yet.
However, the company has an excellent track record, a healthy
cash balance, one of the best managers in Australia and is
cheap to boot. BBUUYY.
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of the period, helped along by an Infomedia special
dividend of $910 fully franked.

We’ve only undertaken one transaction since June,
putting $9,780 to work in Ten Network at $3.41 per share.
The stock is down from its high of more than four dollars,
due to concerns about the double whammy of a slowing
advertising market and lower ratings. Its profits will be
lower this year but Ten should still pay a dividend of 
21 cents per share, providing a 6.6% fully franked
dividend yield on its current share price. And although
the economic moats of commercial television stations
have come under attack in recent years, they are still
pretty good businesses.

For those looking to put a portfolio together today,
Ten is one of five companies in the Income portfolio
currently sporting a favourable recommendation. The
others are Telstra, HPAL, Infomedia and Flight Centre—a
good mix of stocks to get going with.

Income portfolio current status
COMPANY NAME (CODE) PURCHASE PRICE ($) PRICE ($) AT 31/12/05 LAST RECOMMENDATION—ISSUE # (PRICE AT REVIEW) SHARES VALUE ($)

ANZ Bank (ANZ) $16.28 $23.95 Hold—187 ($23.19) 406 $9,723.70 

Comm Bank (CBA) $27.39 $42.75 Hold—186 ($37.00) 205 $8,763.75 

CBA PERLS (CBAPA) $203.85 $203.60 Hold for Yield—187 ($203.15) 100 $20,360.00 

Flight Centre (FLT) $13.05 $10.12 Buy—190 ($9.46) 770 $7,792.40 

Great Southern Plant. (GTP) $0.66 $2.94 Hold—185 ($2.95) 2,000 $5,880.00 

Great Southern Plant. Trees2 (GTPGA) $100.00 $102.20 Hold for Yield—187 ($103.30) 98 $10,015.60 

HPAL (HPX) $1.75 $1.75 Long Term Buy—188 ($1.72) 6,500 $11,375.00 

Infomedia (IFM) $0.58 $0.52 Buy—188 ($0.59) 26,000 $13,520.00 

Leighton (LEI) $8.18 $17.88 Hold—189 ($16.50) 1,710 $30,574.80 

Mortgage Choice (MOC) $1.00 $1.55 Hold—186 ($1.54) 10,000 $15,500.00 

Miller's Retail (MRL) $1.57 $1.24 Hold—190 ($1.16) 11,515 $14,278.60 

Sydney Aquarium (SAQ) $3.40 $5.90 Take Part Profits—183 ($5.72) 1,177 $6,944.30 

Santos (STO) $5.98 $12.25 Hold—190 ($11.75) 2,008 $24,598.00 

Ten (TEN) $3.41 $3.16 Buy for Yield—187 ($3.41) 2,868 $9,062.88 

Telstra (TLS) $4.60 $3.93 Long Term Buy—189 ($4.06) 3,040 $11,947.20 

Westpac Banking Corp (WBC) $13.49 $22.75 Hold—190 ($21.90) 741 $16,857.75 

Cash (Dividends) $36,300.09 

Total $253,494.07

In cometh the Income portfolio [  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3 ]  

Income portfolio—Transactions
STOCK BUY/SELL NO. OF SHARES PRICE VALUE ($)

Ten (TEN) Buy 2868 3.41 9,780

Important information about The Intelligent Investor.
WARNING This publication is general information
only, which means it does not take into account your
investment objectives, financial situation or needs.
You should therefore consider whether a particular
recommendation is appropriate for your needs before
acting on it, seeking advice from a financial adviser or
stockbroker if necessary.
The Intelligent Investor and associated websites are
published by The Intelligent Investor Publishing Pty Ltd
(Australian Financial Services Licence number 282288).

DISCLAIMER This publication has been prepared
from a wide variety of sources, which The Intelligent
Investor Publishing Pty Ltd, to the best of its
knowledge and belief, considers accurate. You should
make your own enquiries about the investments and
we strongly suggest you seek advice before acting
upon any recommendation.
COPYRIGHT The Intelligent Investor Publishing Pty Ltd
2006. No part of this publication, or its content, may
be reproduced in any form without our prior written
consent. This publication is for subscribers only.

DISCLOSURE Employees and/or associates of The
Intelligent Investor Publishing Pty Ltd currently hold
shares in: AAU, AHC, ,ARP, BCL, CHF, CRS, FLT, FRE,
GTP, HGI, HVN, IAS, IFM, IVC, JBH, KRS, LWB, MAP,
MBL, MMA, MOL, MRC, MRL, ORL, QGC, ROC, SFC,
SGN, STO, TBC, TLS, VGL and WIL.

This is not a recommendation.

Thanks to IRESS for the price information. Prices
correct as at 31/12/05.

The Intelligent Investor is published 24 times a year. To subscribe or find out more, please call 1800 620 414.

SECTOR FOCUS—Bank the dividends
Bank stocks have long been favourites for income

investors and have been strong contributors to the Income
portfolio’s returns. We have three of the four big banks in the
portfolio with the NNaattiioonnaall the only one not getting a guernsey.
Bank shares continued to deliver in the latest half year with
WWeessttppaacc up 17%, including dividends, CCoommmmoonnwweeaalltthh  BBaannkk
up 16% and AANNZZ  up 13%.

In issue 186/Oct 05 we lined up the big four banks and
SStt  GGeeoorrggee and concluded that Westpac and ANZ were our top
picks in the sector. We like Westpac’s stable, conservative
management and ANZ because it’s a great all-rounder.

We currently rate each of the top five banks a HHOOLLDD, in part
because of the higher share prices and also because of
mounting risks such as a struggling housing industry. In
recent years the banks have passed higher profits on to
shareholders through dividends and buybacks, making them
fine investments. This regular profit and dividend growth has
attracted investors and led to their status as perceived ‘safe
havens’. While we’re comfortable with our moderate exposure,
there are significant risks, which we highlighted in our cover
story of issue 155/Jul 04 titled Do you own too many banks?


